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Great Northern Equipment Becomes National Distributor For B-Air Equipment
Products Include Air Movers, Dehumidifiers, and an Air Scrubber

ROGERS, MINNESOTA - February 2020: Great Northern Equipment has become 
a distributor for B-Air’s line up of air movers, dehumidifiers, and air scrubber.

B-Air offers commercial and industrial air movers that are typically used in property 
restoration, mold remediation, and more. GNE now carries the VLO-25 Low Profile 
Air Mover, VP-25 Compact Air Mover, VP-33 and VP-50 Vent Air Movers, and the PB-
25 Polar Bear Air Mover. CFMs range from 900 to 3,320 depending on the model. 
Each model features variable speeds, aerodynamic designs, and durable, rotomolded 
plastic housings. Each model also includes GFCI daisy-chain capabilities; this allows 
you to connect and stack multiple units together using only one outlet. 

GNE has also added 2 Vantage Dehumifiers to the line up. The VG1500 model 
features 325 CFM and the VGLR2200 model has 400 CFM. Both models are 
small for easy transportation and fitting in small spaces, but both also feature 
rotomolded polyethylene rugged housing. The electronic touch pad controls 
ensure that you are at the exact speeds and working temperatures you need.

Lastly, GNE has added the B-Air RA-650 Air Scrubber to the line up. This model is 
designed to remove airborn particles such as mold, pet dander, dust, pollen, drywall 
dust, and other miscellaneous debris as small as 0.3 microns. The Air Scrubber 
features daisy-chain capabilities to connect up to 3 units together while only using 
one GFCI port. The RA-650 utilizes 3 stages of filtration including a pre-filter, optional 
2nd stage, and a HEPA filter. GNE also supples additional replacement filters. 

About GNE

Established over 30 years ago, GNE began distributing engines and expanded to 
incorporate commercial quality power equipment lines. GNE is a distributor of 
hardware, lawn and garden, rental, agriculture and power equipment industries. The 
GNE portfolio includes Brave, CEI, Dosko, Iron & Oak, JRCO, Maxim and Perma-Wrap.™

For more information, visit www.gnedi.com or call (800) 822-0295.
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